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Abstract
In this project, I explore the usage of cell phone data for urban transportation planning in developing countries. I lay out a methodology to extract urban trip patterns of people from cell phone data at the spatially and temporarily fine scale. The method is applied to Dhaka, Bangladesh and validated through the existing random-sample travel survey. To illustrate one example of the usage of such data, I analyze how the opening of Jatrabari-Gulistan Flyover in October, 2013 has changed the urban trip patterns. I find that about 23.8% more trips are generated on the routes that crosses over flyover relative to other routes. There is a within-day variation in the generated trips; in the mornings more trips are generated from suburban area (Narayanganj area) toward the central business district (Motijheel area), and the other way around in the evenings.
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1 Introduction

Urban transportation planning is a big pain in the neck of policy makers in developing countries. Virtually all cities with rapid economic growth are facing severe traffic congestion and urban transportation problems. What makes the situation particularly difficult is the lack of up-to-date information; precisely because they are rapidly growing, they do not have up-to-date data that they can rely their policies on. Traditional approaches in developed countries, particularly the usage of detailed travel survey, is costly, and frequently conducting them to keep the information up-to-date is difficult.

This project aims to explore the usage of cell phone data for urban transportation planning. Cell phone data, or more precisely call detail records (CDRs), is the collection of timestamps and locations of all customers automatically collected by cell phone operators. High penetration of cell phone data, as well as its near real-time nature, opens up the scope of costless resource for urban transportation planning.

In this report, I conduct two exercises. First, use data on urban trips of people extracted from cell phone data in Dhaka, Bangladesh, and validate it with the existing random-sample travel survey. Second, I analyze how the opening of Jatrabari-Gulistan Flyover has changed the urban trip patterns. Jatrabari-Gulistan Flyover is a long-awaited transport infrastructure in Dhaka constructed in the traffic bottleneck between the central business district (CBD; Motijheel area) and suburban area (Narayangonj area). By comparing the month before and after the construction of the flyover, I show that about 20% more trips are generated across the flyover relative to other origin-destination pairs. Furthermore, I find more increase of trips from suburban area to the CBD in the mornings and the other way around in the evenings.

There is some existing literature that utilizes CDR data to construct urban mobility patterns in both developed (e.g. Calabrese et al. (2011), Wang et al. (2012) in the US) and developing countries (e.g. Iqbal et al. (2014), Hasegawa et al. (2014) in Bangladesh, Demissie et al. (2016) in Senegal, Kreindler and Miyauchi (2016) in Sri Lanka). These data are validated with census-tract level work-home locations (Wang et al. (2012)) and traffic volume at the intersection level (Iqbal et al. (2014), Hasegawa et al. (2014)). This project contributes to this literature by validating the mobility data from CDR by random-sample travel survey, which reports the diary of trips made by the respondents at different time of the day. Such information has richer within-day trip information than just using work-home commuting flows or traffic volumes.

There is also some emerging literature on the usage of CDR data to analyze the impact of traffic infrastructure. For example, Kujala et al. (2016) analyze the impact of inter-city highways on typical travel time using the opening of the Dakar-Diamniadio highway in Senegal. In addition to the fact that they mainly focus on travel time rather than travel volume, my setting is different from them in that the flyover studied in this project is in the center of the city and affects urban mobility rather than inter-city trips.

The remaining section of the report is organized as follows. In Section 2, I briefly describe the data sources that are used in this study. In Section 3, I discuss how I construct the trips data from cell phone data and validate it using random-sample travel survey. In Section 4, I study the impact of Jatrabari-Gulistan Flyover. Section 5 concludes and discusses the future research.
2 Data Sources

In this section, I describe the cell phone data and the method to construct commuting flows from it. I also describe other data sources that I use for complementary analysis in the subsequent sections.

2.1 Trip data from Call Detail Record (CDR)

The data is prepared by Asian Development Bank for the project (A-8074REG: “Applying Remote Sensing Technology in River Basin Management”), a joint initiative between ADB and the University of Tokyo. The original data includes observations of every single phone call made by all the cell phone holder. Each observation contains a timestamp, the user identifiers of the participants, and the cell antennas to which they are connected. The data covers seven million people in Greater Dhaka for the period of 1st August 2013 and 31st January 2014, except for the month of October 2013. There are about 2000 cell tower locations in Greater Dhaka area. This roughly accounts for squared kilometer per cell tower on average, but the density of tower has high variation across the city. For the purpose of the study, I use the trips data extracted from the original CDR data in this study.

Particularly important point about CDR to capture trip patterns is the fact that CDR is a sparse dataset; I only observe the location of cell phone holders when they make a transaction. It is therefore important to validate the trip data from CDR with true information of trips to see whether the data sparseness causes substantial sample selection bias or not.

2.2 DHUTS Travel Survey

To validate my cell-phone based trip data, I will utilize the raw data of travel survey conducted in Dhaka Urban Transport Network Development Study (DHUTS) by Japan International Corporation Agency (Japan International Cooperation Agency (2010)). The travel survey is conducted to formulate the Urban Transport Network Development Plan integrated with urban development plan of DMA for the period up to 2025, and to draw general outline of the urban transport projects to be implemented on the priority basis. The survey covers about 18,000 households randomly extracted based on the residential location from the voter registry.

Among the several components of the survey, I will mainly utilize the travel diary. The travel diary asks respondents to report all the trips that they have made for a particular day, and it includes the information about the starting time and location, ending time and location, mode of transportation, and purpose of the trips. This information allows us to validate the trip information extracted from the cell phone data at temporarily and spatially fine scale.

DHUTS travel diary geocodes the origin and destination locations within Dhaka City into 90 Traffic Analysis Zones (TAZs). When I validate the trips from CDR data, I assign cell phone towers at this level and define the trips at this spatial unit.

2.3 Google Map Directions API Data

We use Google Map Directions API data to proxy pairs of locations which are directly affected by the Jatrabari-Gulistan Flyover. I query Google Map Directions API for the shortest travel routes, and check whether the route involves a part of Jatrabari-Gulistan
Flyover. I define that the route from A to B involves the usage of flyover if either A to B or B to A involves the usage of the flyover.²

Usage of Google data as a source of urban planning in developing countries is also becoming popular. In particular, Google Traffic API provides a real-time traffic speed wherever available.³ Unfortunately Google Traffic is not yet available in Dhaka as of February 2017. Google Map is available but the estimated arrival time is not accurate because it is not based on actual traffic data.

Although the Google Traffic data is an extremely useful data source for capturing real-time traffic speed, it does not provide the trip volume information (how many people travel from where to where at what time). Therefore, even after Google Traffic becomes available in Dhaka (which I hope it will soon), I believe the CDR data will remain useful data source for urban transportation planning.

3 Constructing and Validating Trips from Cell Phone Data

In this section, I describe the algorithm of extracting trips from CDR data, and validate the data with DHUTS travel survey. The main finding is that although the two measures are extremely well-correlated, there is some systematic quantitative bias. More analysis should be conducted to reduce the bias in future work.

3.1 Trip Data from CDR

In this report, I define trips in the following simple way: For a specific day, hour, and cell tower location, I define number of trips from location A to location B to be the number of cell phone users that accessed in both towers within 3 hours.⁴

This naïve approach has at least one shortcoming: It is likely to overestimate the long-distance trip. For one thing, if one compares the person who makes a trip for 1 hour and another with 2 hours, s/he stays in the origin and destination location longer than the latter (within 3 hour window, the first person stays in origin and destination location for 2 hours but the latter stays only 1 hour). Hence, the probability of observing long-distance trip is lower. Moreover, for longer-distance trips, the probability that a person makes a phone call on the way is higher (simply because s/he spends more time for the trip), which underestimate the trip distance of this person. I in fact confirm that such bias exists in the next section.

3.2 Validation of CDR Trip Data with DHUTS

To validate the CDR trip data, I compare the probability of trips to different destination locations conditional on origin locations. The origin and destination locations are defined at

² In practice, we query only a subset of cell-tower pair on Google Map API (about 30,000 pairs), and evaluated the usage of flyover for the rest of the tower pairs by spatial interpolation. There are nearly 2 million cell tower pairs with positive trip data, and querying all of them on Google Map is not realistic.
³ For example, Hanna et al. (2016) uses real-time traffic information from Google Traffic API to analyze the travel speed and the implication of congestion reduction policy.
⁴ Construction of trip data from original CDR data is conducted by Asian Development Bank for the project (A-8074REG: “Applying Remote Sensing Technology in River Basin Management’’), a joint initiative between ADB and the University of Tokyo.
90 TAZs in DHUTS, and I take four different time windows (5:00-9:59, 10:00-14:59, 15:00-19:59, 20:00-23:59) and define the sample at origin-destination-time tuples. Panel (A) of Figure 1 provides a direct comparison of these two measures. The two measures are extremely well correlated: A simple regression has R-squared of 0.289. At the same time, there is some bias quantitatively: The slope is shallower than the 45 degree line in red. In other words, cell phone trip data underestimates the probability of trip for small-probability origin-destination pairs, while it overestimates the probability of trip for large-probability origin-destination pairs.

Panel (B) of Figure 1 provides a potential explanation of this bias. The graph plots the probability of trips against the geodesic distance between the origin and destination for the two trip data. The cell phone trip data shows steeper slope in distance; implying that it underestimates the trip volume of distant trips and overestimate close trips. This is consistent with the speculation explained in Section 3.1.

In sum, although the cell phone trip data is well-correlated with DHUTS data, there is some caution in interpreting the number quantitatively. Improving on this point is left for future research.

4 Impact of Jatrabari-Gulistan Flyover

In this section, I show that Jatrabari-Gulistan Flyover affects within-city travel patterns. After briefly explaining the background of Jatrabari-Gulistan Flyover, I show that the Jatrabari-Gulistan Flyover increased the trip volume by 23.8% relative to non-flyover routes measured by cell phone trip data. I further argue that there is substantial time heterogeneity in impact: In the mornings more trips are generated from suburban area (Narayangonj area) toward the CBD (Motijheel area), and the other way around in the evenings.

4.1 Background of Jatrabari-Gulistan Flyover

Jatrabari-Gulistan Flyover, also known as Mayor Mohammad Hanif Flyover, is a 11.8km-long flyover opened on October 11, 2013. It extends from Jatrabari to Sayedabad, Tikatuli, Joykali Mondir, Kaptanbazar and Gulistan. In particular, it serves as a connecter to CBD (Motijheel area) and suburban area (Narayangonj area). The construction started on June 22, 2010 as the largest public-private partnership investment in Bangladesh.

Since the cell phone data covers from August 2013 to January 2014, it allows us to analyze the trip pattern change before and after the opening of the flyover. Unfortunately the data does not cover October 2013, and I cannot analyze the precise date of the opening of the flyover.

4.2 Impact of Jatrabari-Gulistan Flyover on Trip Volumes

Figure 2 shows the heat map of the sum of commuting flows from and to the CBD (Motijheel area) in September (Panel (A)) and the growth rate from September to November (Panel (B)). The flyover is marked in black, and the CBD is marked with green. One can visually recognize from Panel (B) that the south-eastern part of the flyover, suburban area in the other side of CBD, exhibits increased trip volume.

Since the trips in both datasets from 0:00-4:59 are relatively rare, I omit the trips in this time interval from the analysis.
The increased trip volume by the flyover is confirmed formally by the regression. Table 1 shows the regression results of the impact of the flyover. Columns (1) to (4) show the impact on the growth rate of trip volume from September to November 2013. In all regressions I control for the baseline volume fixed effects. In the baseline results (Column 1), the trip volume increased 23.8% on the flyover routes relative to non-flyover routes. The pattern still remains even if I control for origin cell tower fixed effects (Column 2) and destination cell tower fixed effects (Column 3).

In addition to the trip volume, I also find that the minimum trip duration between cell towers is decreased on average on flyover routes relative to non-flyover routes. The minimum trip duration is defined by the minimum trip duration for each cell tower within a month. Column 5 shows that the flyover route reduced the minimum trip duration 4 minutes more relative to non-flyover routes. Although this is an encouraging results, I keep the results only as suggestive, as this minimum trip duration data is not validated in the literature or in this work. In particular, the sparseness of the CDR data (i.e. I observe the location of people only when they make a phone call) makes the interpretation particularly difficult.

4.3 Heterogeneous Impact of Jatrabari-Gulistan Flyover within a Day

The impact of flyover is heterogeneous within a day. To see this, I look at the heterogeneous impact of the flyover stratified by four different time windows (5:00-9:59, 10:00-14:59, 15:00-19:59, 20:00-23:59) and the direction of the flyover routes (westward or eastward; westward means from Narayanganj side to the CBD side).

I first discuss how the distribution of trips on flyover routes look by time and direction. Panel (A) of Figure 3 shows the average trip volume for each time of the day and by the direction for flyover routes. One can recognize that the trip volume is relatively large for westward than eastward in the mornings, and the other way around in the evenings. This is suggestive of the fact that there is net positive commuting from Narayanganj side to the CBD side during the day.

Panel (B) of Figure 3 plots the flyover-impact regression coefficients of the interaction of the time window and the direction. The regression specification is the same as in Table 1. I find that the impact on eastward trips is larger in the mornings but the other way around in the evenings. This is suggestive of more commuting trips during the day are generated from Narayanganj to the CBD.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this project, I explore the usage of cell phone data for urban transportation planning in developing countries. I first lay out the methodology to extract urban trip patterns of people from cell phone data at the spatially and temporally fine scale. The method is applied to Dhaka, Bangladesh and validated through the existing random-sample travel survey. Although the cell phone trip data is well-correlated with DHUTS data, there is still some quantitative bias. Next, I analyzed how the opening of Jatrabari-Gulistan Flyover has changed the urban trip patterns. I find that about 23.8% more trips are generated across the flyover relative to other origin-destination pairs. There is within-day variation in the generated trips; in the mornings more trips are generated from suburban area (Narayanganj area) toward the central business district (Motijheel area), and the other way around in the evenings.
There are several future directions of the research. First, the method of extracting trips should be refined to better reflect the true trip volumes quantitatively. Some methodological refinement should be considered to address the speculation discussed in Section 3.1. Second, more detailed analysis on the Jatrabari-Gulistan flyover should be done. In particular, the nature of cell phone trip data as behavioral decisions (when to leave to where) should be exploited to understand the equilibrium interactions of traffic (how the flyover affects traffic in other areas) as is suggested by Hanna et al. (2016), or infer the impact on economic activity (Kreindler and Miyauchi (2016)).
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Figures and Tables

Figure 1. Validation of Trips from Cell Phone Data.

(A) Comparing Trip Patterns between Cell Phone Trip data and DHUTS

(B) Trip Probability as a Function of Distance

Note: The origin and destination locations are defined at 90 TAZs in DHUTS, and I take four different time windows (5:00-9:59, 10:00-14:59, 15:00-19:59, 20:00-23:59) and define the sample at origin-destination-time tuples. Dots are the means and the thin lines are the 95% confidence intervals. The red line in Panel (A) is the 45 degree line.
Figure 2. Change of Trip Pattern before and after Jatrabari-Gulistan Flyover Opening.

(A) Trip Volume to and from Motijheel area in Sep 2013

(B) Trip Volume Growth to and from Motijheel area from Sep to Nov 2013

Note: The figures show the heat map of the sum of commuting flows to and from the CBD (Motijheel area; shown in green) in September (Panel (A)) and the growth rate from September to November (Panel (B)). The flyover is marked in black.
Figure 3. Impact of Flyover by Hour and Direction.

(A) Baseline Trip Volume on Flyover Routes  
(B) Impact of Flyovers by Direction and Hour

Note: Panel (A) shows the average trip volume for each time of the day and the direction for flyover routes. Panel (B) shows the coefficients and 95% confidence interval of the flyover-impact regression, where flyover dummy is interacted with direction (eastward and westward) and four different time windows (5:00-9:59, 10:00-14:59, 15:00-19:59, 20:00-23:59). For more detail about the specification of the regression, see the footnote of Table 1.
Table 1. Impact of Flyover on Trip Volume and Trip Duration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variable:</th>
<th>Growth Rate of Trip Volume</th>
<th>Growth of Minimum Trip Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flyover</td>
<td>0.238***</td>
<td>0.193***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.003)</td>
<td>(0.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flyover x Westward</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.037***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline Volume FE</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Origin FE</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destination FE</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>1,715,491</td>
<td>1,715,491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R²</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Sample of the regression is defined at the cell tower pair level (origin-destination). In all regressions growth is defined by the change from September to November 2013, before and after the opening of Jatrabari-Gulistan Flyover. Flyover means that the cell tower pair uses at least a part of Jatrabari-Gulistan Flyover identified by the Google Map API. Baseline Volume FE controls for the fixed effects of the number of trips in September divided by 10. *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01.
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